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Memories of Two Old Water Transport Men. 

The following is a briefly edited version of letter exchanges between two 

early Water Transport men. Copies came from Blue Dunning, the energetic 

Secretary of  Queensland AWT. 

Please understand these are the recollections of two elderly men a long 

time after WWII, so some things may or may not be a bit out, but the detail 

is remarkable. Towards the end, be sure to read about the early role of 

the Navy in the formation of Australian Water Transport. 

 

2 Maloja Ave. Caloundra 4551 

2.5.1996Dear Gordon, 

  It was great to meet up with you on Anzac Day after the 

service. As I mentioned then, the last time I saw you was when you had the 

Water Transport contingent in the Anzac Day March in Melbourne over 30 

years ago when you were working for the Harbour Trust. 

 To refresh your memory of the 13
th

 Small Ships Coy., I was Chief 

Engineer on AV2056 “Evelyn”, taking over from Win Maguire who 

transferred to AV2057 “Edna”. Our Skipper from Sydney to Torokina was 

Brian Dehugase, who eventually was sent south. Following Skippers  were 

Dick Andrews, Ron Tanner and Tom Peters. I remained a Chief until the 

ship went to the graveyard of Rabaul. I was then posted ashore in charge of 

our watercraft workshop to let Frank (Teddy) Bear go home. Then I was 

relieved by your Ex-Chief Alec Boxall and transferred to “Crusader” as 

Chief Electrician where I remained till May, when she was sold in 

Melbourne. We had made 2 trips –Launceston with heavy earth moving 

equipment and back with timber for the Dept. Of Works and Housing. 

 I was then flown to Darwin to take up my duties as Chief Engineer 

on AV2052 “Elanor”, for a trip that took us up to the Philippines via 

Portugese Timor, Macassar (NEI), Borneo, Labuan and Ambon on the way 

home. The trip was a War Grave recovery run (with Skipper Harry Dunn 

and 1
st
 Mate Eddie Shaw.) which got us back to Darwin. I then flew back  
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“Memories of 2 AWT men”--contd 

to Melbourne and was discharged the day after the Melbourne Cup  1947. 

Both Boxall and Eddie Shaw have passed on and Alex died last 

July and “Beachie” about 12 months earlier. 

 I have asked our Secretary, “Blue” Dunning to contact you with 

details of becoming a Member should you so desire. NSW has had an 

Association in operation since 1946 and in 1992, a party of 18 Queensland 

members visited them at Clifton Gardens for a 50
th

 Anniversary celebration 

of the forming of Water Transport. The NSW Branch print a copy of LOG 

BOOK 2 or 3 times a year and Queensland members receive a copy direct 

from Sydney as do members in Water Transport branches in Melbourne, 

Adelaide and WA. Members are from WWII and post WWII units. Other 

publications have been printed, two being “Soldiers At Sea Mark 1” and 

“Soldiers At Sea Mark 11”. Hope you find this of interest.  Regards--- 

-------Keith 

Coral House North,  Eventide, Brighton 4017 

8th May 1996 

Dear Keith, 

  Your letter received yesterday- was most interesting. But 

has sure opened a “can of worms” in the old memory box concerning 

names, ships, movements etc. Nothing wrong with your memory, -I 

thought mine was OK but to you, -I “dips me lid”. 

 Speaking of Neil K- didn’t he wear Air Force Wings on his 

uniform? Maybe I’m thinking of someone else! Neil was Skipper of one of 

the first wooden 300 tonners –who was the Skipper on leaving Coff’s 

Harbour –telegraphed the engine room “Astern” and ended up on the 

beach? Funny things happened in those early days. 

 It would sure be great if we could meet up again and over a jug or  

two, talk about our times in Water Transport. Reading through your most  

unexpected letter, the only one you have mentioned that I cannot recall is 

Tom Peters. “Blue” Dunning (with Queensland AWT Assoc.) has been in 

contact with me, and I now have an Application Form to forward back to 

him, so will soon be one of the boys again. Enclosed also was an out of 
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“Memories of 2 AWT men”--contd 

date copy of LOG BOOK. Nevertheless, most interesting and also a note 

saying how you had passed on the word. As yet, I haven’t replied to “Blue” 

in writing, instead had a few words with him on the “blower” to thank him 

for his trouble and that my application was on the way. 

 At the moment, I’m having trouble sorting out my letter writing 

thoughts, -there is so much I want to say, so much to ask you. And to ask 

to overlook my mistakes and jumping about over various topics. I keep 

referring to your letter for guidance. 

 I would never have known so many “E” Class vessels there were 

afloat. My last command was the “Elspeth” AV2050, powered with a real 

marine job “Ruston Hornby.” Instead of six screaming “Southern Cross” 

industrial engines each 50hp converted for marine work –and coupled in 

pairs to make up the 300hp as fitted to “D” Class, and built by Ford Motor 

Coy., Geelong, Victoria. Triple screws, 2 rudders that had a nasty habit of 

falling off, due to steel bolts holding the Rudder Post Couplings. Corroding 

due to galvanic action or was it due to vibration? Hell! Why am I telling 

you this? I’m sure you had the same problems that Alex Boxall had as my 

“Chief”. 

 In passing, “Dulcie” was the first “D” Class from Ford. “Dora” was 

the second to come off the assembly line with a few improvements. I, as 

Skipper on the voyage from Melbourne to Sydney, was asked to submit a 

“Voyage Report” as to how the vessel performed. This was passed on to 

the Engineer-In-Chief, General Clive Steele, who was responsible for the 

design of the “D” Class. The story told is that at a Conference with his 

staff, he produced a match box and on squashing it into shape, said, 

“Gentlemen, I want a vessel, flat bottomed capable of carrying 250 tons 

and something like this box.” So the “D” Class was born. No, Keith, I am  

not making this up. I first heard it at the Engineer’s depot, Batman Ave. 

Melbourne, when Clive Steele’s name came up about another matter. You 

must admit they were an “ugly duckling” and bore little resemblance to a 

ship, -just a floating barge. But did a good job. 

 In my voyage report, -I considered that certain structural members  
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“Memories of 2 AWT men”--contd 

were weak, not conforming to shipbuilding methods, -rather construction, 

and that on observation in heavy seas encountered on the voyage to 

Sydney, that both in the foc’sle and engine room, the hull plates between 

the frames were inclined to pant, -being set 3 feet apart (normal distance 

was set at 18 inches.) Also, as the vessel was a totally welded job, ¼” plate 

up to the waterline then only 3/16” up to the deck. There was a danger of 

the welds cracking. 

 Probably cheek on my part making such comments. But they asked 

for it. 

 Who was the Skipper on the “Crusader” on her first visit to the 

islands? I should know his name as he took over the steam Tug “Keera” 

AT440 from me, on my return from Thursday Island, after towing the first 

two Landing Craft up there, built by Evans Deakin, Brisbane. They were 

supposed to go up to the Fly River, but we were unable to deliver, due to 

the lack of coal at T.I.. The “Keera” only had bunkers for 24 tons of coal, 

or 3 days steaming at full speed. So back to Brisbane for conversion to oil, 

something I’d been battling for since I’d taken command. While this was 

in progress, I went missing for a week to Currumbin with a long haired 

mate for a spot of R&R. On my return, I was relieved of my command and 

sent south with strict instructions to be disciplined and made a 

“Regimental” officer of. The “Buggers” had no sense of humour. 

 On reporting to the W.T. Directorate Southern Command, I was 

sent down to Mt. Martha. Arriving 3 sheets to the wind, after visiting the 

many watering holes, -Melbourne- Mt. Martha. My driver of the Station 

Wagon was in a likewise state. I duly presented my MOB33 Movement 

orders to Major McPherson (ex Machine Gunner unit), O.C. of 13 Small 

Ships. The unit was still being formed at this time. On looking me over, he 

said, “Ehret, I believe you are a bit of a rebel.” I replied, “Sir, I’m no rebel. 

Give me a job to do, I will do it. Fxxx me about, then I will do likewise.” 

Silence prevailed. Then with a grin, he said, “Good. We understand each 

other.”  From then on, we became the best of friends.  

My punishment and training to become “regimental” was a waste  
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“Memories of 2 AWT men”--contd 

of time. Orderly officer –alternate days. Duties consisting of asking the 

troops at mess time, “Any complaints?” –nightfall, going into town as OC 

Town Picquet, doing the rounds of the pubs and dances keeping order, 

checking on the small detachment looking after the Workboats moored at 

the jetty. That was where I met Brian DeHugard. In his daily reports to 13 

Small Ships, Mount Martha, I recall that all craft were securely “tethered.” 

Coming from “Kapooka” NSW Depot, along with a bunch of recruits who 

thought “Water Transport” was just carting water supplies, nothing 

surprised me.  

As we were billeted about ½ mile from the beach at Balcome, in 

huts shared with “Signal Unit.” That meant a Route March each working 

day to reach our parade ground near the beach. A big, sandy block with 

flag pole, etc. Also, for training purposes, was a wooden vessel complete 

with wooden decking, shaped with a bow and stern so that our raw recruits 

could learn the difference between the “sharp and blunt ends.” Make 

believe orders were carried out, the classic one being “Prepare to anchor.” 

This meant to let go the anchor when the appointed recruit would toss the 

anchor “overboard” raising a big cloud of sand. What a difference to 

Clifton gardens back in 1942 and yet this was 1943 style and took quite a 

while to change for the better. Keith! I am not stretching the truth. 

Remember 13 Small Ships Coy. was in its infancy and had many teething 

problems to overcome.  

On the Parade Ground, everybody at attention, it was the custom to 

hoist the flag before beginning our play training games. All went well until 

one morning, the flag duly hoisted, when the halyard had to be given an 

extra hard tug to make the flag break out fully. Result, -said Ensign and 

halyard tumbled onto the sand in a heap. Some bright spark had sabotaged 

the rope, nearly slicing it through. The troops on parade sent up a cheer and 

that was the end of any semblance of discipline. It was Mr, Nobody who 

did it, resulting in all leave being cancelled for a week as punishment. 

Little incidents like this no one forgets.  

Eventually, a training vessel was taken on strength, but stationed at  
Cont’d on next page                ---7 



“Memories of 2 AWT men”--contd 

Vic. Docks, Yarra River, Melbourne. It was a former M.H.T. 

powder explosive lighter, self propelled, about 150 tons, steel constructed, 

single riveted. Being that, it was only allowed to navigate closed waters, ie 

Port Phillip Bay but not outside the heads. But it gave practical training in 

basic seamanship instead of make believe. Teaching how to read and steer 

by compass was more up my alley than theory. Having a few ex-fishermen 

and trawler blokes also made my task easier. 

I had this command until the first convoy was being assembled and 

ready to leave Melbourne, and being transferred to “Dora” as Skipper, in 

spite of being told by the Directorate, Southern Command that I would 

never be given another command, because of how I had criticized them at a 

Naval Enquiry into the loss of “Bucra”, an army vessel in Bass Strait, 

when we were caught in a “southerly buster” that came up from nowhere 

and without warning. I was on the “Keera”, towing the “Greyhound” an 

old vessel from Tasmania, for the Allied Works Council, Melbourne to 

Newcastle. It had a civilian crew of 3 on board to attend to the towline. 

They were members of the Seaman’s Union. In the early hours of the 

morning, the “Greyhound” opened up and foundered. We managed to 

rescue the 3 crewmen only to be told there were another 2 stowaways 

unknown to me, who were dodging the police in Melbourne. 

At daybreak the “Bucra,” sailing about a cable’s length to 

starboard, decided to roll over. In my haste to reach her it was a case of 

hard to starboard, resulting in the port bunker in the boiler room spewing 

most of its contents across the plates to starboard. I managed to lay the 

“Keera” alongside the “Bucra” and get the crew aboard. This all happened 

between Cape Littrap and Wilson’s Prom. 

I decided to return to Melbourne and inform the W.T. Directorate 

of events, so through the rip with a permanent list to starboard and not 

bothering about a pilot to assist, I called up the signal station with Aldis 

lamp, our only means of communication, to notify the Water Transport 

Directorate that I was returning to North Wharf, giving an approximate 

E.T.A. and details of civilian crew. 
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“Memories of 2 AWT men”--contd  

Said gentlemen from the Directorate plus half a dozen police 

formed a welcoming Committee. Some welcome! Little did I know what 

the buggers had in store for me. But for all their efforts to make me a 

scapegoat in all the Courts of Enquiry that followed it was of no avail. 

Copious draughts of XXXX when occasions permitted was also a great 

help. The sequel to the above is quite a story, but not this time. 

Sorry, Keith, should you find my ramblings hard to take, but one 

thing leads to another. And what I am trying to convey is an unabridged 

version of early W.T. days, and the part we played in it, unknown to those 

who followed our beginnings. 

While I think about it, --“Bukra”, pronounced “Bookra” is a word 

used a lot in the Middle East, -Arabic for “Tomorrow” in case you have 

forgotten. 

Am relaxing down at the waterfront watching would be Rex Hunts 

trying their hand at fishing, without any success. The beach is only 5 

minutes away on “Alfie” my trusted steed or Electric Scooter, powered 

with a 12 volt battery, gel type, fully sealed, because no other type is 

permitted for use here at the village. The speed is such that it would need at 

least 200 yards start if I was racing a tortoise. 

 All the best----Gordon 

 

P.S--I had intended to start this note with “How Australian Water 

Transport Group was formed” and my part in the process. To do so, I have 

to start with my intensive training for six weeks of Guerrilla Warfare 

training in Victoria’s Wilson’s Prom. And Strezleckie Mountains. This 

went under the title “Special Operations” from which the Independent 

Companies were formed. 

 We were given home leave and I put in for Sydney. Walking down 

King Street, we spotted a Naval Officer coming towards us, “scrambled 

eggs” on his cap and uniform. I remarked “Let’s give him a fright!” and so 

as we met, we tossed him a salute. –one from the ground. He returned the 

salute and carried on. From behind, we suddenly heard a command,  
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“Memories of 2 AWT men”--contd 

“Ehret!” I turned around and on the second look recognised him, 

scrambled eggs and all. Commander Webb, who back in the 1930s was 

Harbour Master in Rabaul, when I sat for my local Master’s certificate. 

 His next words were, “You are just the bastard I’m looking for.” 

My mate didn’t know what to make of it. Me sporting two stripes and 

being spoken to like that by a naval Commander. A further shock when he 

said, “Let’s go down to the Services’ Club, and have a chat over a drink.” 

The bloke on the door stopped us with, “This is for Commissioned rank 

only.” Webbie pulled rank, “These two gentlemen are my guests.” No 

further bother and so we entered the sacred portals. 

 Over drinks, he mentioned that he was acting in an advisory 

capacity with Eastern Command in forming Small Ships and would I be 

interested in such a unit? And working with him? And as he would be 

locating and impressing suitable vessels, he needed someone to sail them 

to Sydney for any refit. Would I?? Don’t answer that!! And so I found a 

couple of days later I was marched out of Special Ops and was attached to 

Naval Officer in Charge, Sydney. Still only a Corporal, I had quite a time, 

travelling up and down the NSW coast. There was not a great deal to 

choose from as the Yanks had taken their pick for their Small Ships which 

was now operating. 

 Working with Commander Webb, I had occasions where I had to 

attend conferences at Victoria Barracks Eastern Command with him, 

reporting progress etc. Talk about being a “Pigeon amongst all those Fat 

Cats” but it gave me an insight into the amount of Red Tape necessary to 

fight a war. There was some talk that AWT would come under navy 

control. I even had to take a thorough medical by a Naval Surgeon, just in 

case. When he grabbed me by the knackers and told me to cough, he said, 

“You have two of them. You would be surprised at the number of men that 

have only one.” 

 Two years later, I joined the “odd fellows” when a repair job 

became necessary on a hernia. The stitches kept breaking due to an 

enlarged testicle with a growth, so out it came. No trouble since. 
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“Memories of 2 AWT men”--contd  

Quite a bit of friction was caused as to who would run the “Show.” 

In the end, Commander Webb told the Army Colonels, Majors and other 

ranks to shove and withdrew. So Clifton Gardens was taken over and AWT 

Group was on its way. The Pavilion was taken over, divided into Orderly 

Room along with quarters for the troops. The Clifton Gardens Hotel nearby 

reserved for officers. All this took place in early 1942, 54 years ago, so I 

am a little hazy on the correct layout. I received my commission as a 

Lieutenant 1.4.1942. The Sports Ground was our Parade Ground, leading 

down to the Harbour and wharf, where in peacetime, the ferries used to 

disembark the holiday crowds. Clifton Gardens was one of Sydney’s most 

popular picnic grounds before the takeover. 

 Our first vessel was a ferry from Botany Bay that used to do the 

Kurnell run. A wooden vessel 60 foot length, beam approximately 20 foot 

but hazy now on dimensions. The passenger cabin (full headroom) had 

windows around the outside deck. Powered with a 60hp Cummins Diesel, 

controls for same were operated from the wheelhouse by the Skipper. In 

peacetime, it had one deckhand to tend the mooring lines when coming 

alongside. All told, it was very easy to handle. Named the “Australian 

Sun” becoming AM5. My first command and used to give the troops 

practical experience on handling a small craft, in addition to learning the 

“road rules” on Sydney Harbour. Clifton Gardens down to Circular Quay 

was the usual run, timed to coincide when the harbour ferries were most 

busy. 

 In the meantime, the “Blue Fin,” a trawler from Eden joined AWT 

at Clifton Gardens to take over and AM5 was shipped to Darling Harbour, 

and then as deck cargo on a freighter (forget the name) bound for 

Townsville. There were four crew members and myself, plus a load of 

army equipment. We lived on the AM5 on the way up. The freighter was 

fitted with “jumbo” heavy lifting tackle for the job. We stopped over in 

Brisbane for two days, and then on to Townsville, offloading a week later 

and fuel and rations were taken aboard.  We were on our way to New 

Guinea, calling into Cairns and Cooktown enroute.  
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“Memories of 2 AWT men”--contd 

We left the calm waters of the Barrier Reef through Cook’s passage 

into the Coral Sea. Making for Samarai (China Straits) where AWT Group 

had established HQ for operational work in the Milne Bay area. It was not 

in Samarai itself. But a 10 minute journey across the bay to the mainland 

of Papua. The work consisting of a daily run from China Straits into Milne 

Bay and return, carrying personnel and stores. 30 mile trip (return) taking 

about 4 ½ hours steam time for the complete journey. So can’t claim to 

being overworked. 

 Later, HQ was transferred to Milne Bay with the arrival of other 

craft larger than the AM5 which was retained as a “Duty Boat” within the 

Milne bay area. Our biggest vessel was the “George Peat” captained by 

Bill Forman. You may recall the name. I was posted as First Mate on the 

“G.P.” before the Hawkesbury River Bridge was built for motor traffic. To 

get across the river at the Wiseman’s Ferry Terminal Sydney end, the 

“G.P.” was fitted with two propellers, one astern and the other at the bow, -

push and pull propulsion, but independent of each other when 

manoeuvring. Loading was done by a ramp at the stern. It proved 

invaluable taking earthmoving equipment for RAAF Airfield construction 

and Radar Stations, from Milne Bay to Goodenough Island. Our usual run 

was Milne Bay to Popandetta- MacClaren Harbour (a Yankee Torpedo 

Boat Base). And up to ORO Bay with vehicles of all descriptions, plus 44 

gallon drums of fuel, both 70-90 octane rating, the latter one used only by 

Torpedo Boats. 

 Air raids were a constant threat, from the Jap Zeros and Bettys. To 

combat these, our boys had to fly up Hudsons from the airfield at Milne 

Bay and sometimes Lightnings came over the mountains from Port 

Moresby to help. “Killer” Caldwell was a pilot from Milne Bay to be 

reckoned with and had many Jap planes to his credit.  

 On my last trip to Oro Bay and while supervising unloading 

operations, we on the “G.P.” and collected a near miss in a sneak raid. No 

damage to the “Peat” but yours truly copped a bit of a blast and ended up 

in the C.C.S. Milne Bay. I was later shipped south on the T.S. “Tarooma”,  
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“Memories of 2 AWT men”--contd 

then ending up at the A.G.H. Greenslopes for repairs. On coming out of 

dry dock, I was sent to Melbourne to take command of the steam Tug 

“Keera”, mentioned previously. 

 The following story is true and I know you will appreciate it as you 

no doubt had such incidents. Calling at Sydney enroute to Brisbane for the 

purpose of bunkering, one of my crew was hospitalised, so I sent for a 

replacement from Clifton Gardens. Said replacement reported complete 

with the usual “MOB 3” Movement Order, outlining his time at Clifton 

Gardens. So I asked him if he was able to “Box the compass?” His reply 

was, “Sir, I am here as a helmsman, not a carpenter!” It’s little incidents 

like that one never forgets. 

   Yours sincerely------Gordon 

 

 

 

HOW WE SAVED THE “QUEEN ELIZABETH”FROM FIRE.  

This story came without the author’s name. If you recognize it, give us 

your name and we can acknowledge it. 

 At the beginning of WWII, I was a member of 1
st
 Anti-Aircraft 

Bge.. And soon after, I joined the AIF equivalent, 2
nd

/1st Anti-Aircraft 

Reg. RAA. We were originally at Ingleburn Camp NSW, but after some 

time, I was ordered to select about 20 Lewis Gunners from each battery of 

the unit (I was a Sergeant) and provide 4 Lewis guns with A.A. mounts. 

 All was “hush-hush” and we were transported to the Sydney water-

front, where two officers joined us and told me we were to provide anti-

aircraft cover for the “Queen Elizabeth” that was anchored in Sydney 

Harbour. What a laugh!! 4 Lewis guns for a mighty ship!! 

 We boarded a tug which took us and guns to the ship. We were 

allotted cabins and started to move the guns fore and aft. I sent one of the  

Bombardiers to the bow with a guide and proceeded to the stern with the 

other two guns. Sandbags had been provided to steady the mountings. It 

was impossible to walk from bow to stern like a normal ship. One had to  
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“How We Saved the Queen Elizabeth-“”--contd 

use lifts and then more lifts up and down. 

 We were on board for a trip around Tasmania while the “Mary” 

was being loaded with troops. A gunner reported to me that he could smell 

smoke and on investigating, we found a fire in a great stack of mattresses 

in the lift area. These were to go to cabins being converted from 2 to 4-6 

berth. All the boys joined in and we set off the alarms and unrolled the fire 

hoses eventually putting the fires out. But just then, the Senior First Officer  

(next to the Captain or God) turned up. I had put the hose nozzle on a 

mattress after the fire was out. But, the Officer Of The Watch (Junior 2
nd

 

Officer) saw the hose turned off and turned it back on. His senior, dressed 

in pristine whites was drenched to the skin. The language was awful. I 

bought out of it, and went to gather my men. 

 Next day, there was a Court of Enquiry presided over by the 

Captain and I was called to give our story. It came out that the ship had had 

a fire at Singapore on the way out to Australia, which burnt through the 

Promenade Deck towards the stern. It was covered with steel plates which 

I later observed. 

 It was decided a patrol would now be carried out on all decks by 

our men. I objected because we were not personally armed. We were 

offered pick handles! Why a cruise ship carried pick handles was a 

mystery. The numbers of their men off duty were limited, so we agreed to 

patrol one night since Navy personnel would arrive next day to take over. 

Result—the following night, one of the patrols caught a greaser planting 

pillows and oily waste under a wooden companionway. He was arrested 

and carted off the ship. 

 At the end of the following day, the navy patrols caught several 

Navy personnel smuggling electric fans ashore and I talked to a very 

worried Petty Officer, who didn’t know which way to turn. These fans 

would have had limited use ashore because they were not for 240 volts. 
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WHO ARE THEY??? 

Aub Brown, the former very popular and respected Honorar

Australian Water Transport Association in Victoria, 

photograph of servicemen in training. Aub thought they do 

Water Transport men and asks if anyone knows who they ar

know any of them, but someone may and also where it wa

President Cec Weekes recognizes about 4 men and thin

Pukapunyal.  Aub can be contacted on 03 98703658 or you

mail the Log Book Editor as given on page 2. 
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en and thinks it may be 
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ALF CARPENTER    

 

Honoured: Alf Carpenter at home where the walls are cover

honours, medals and certificates.—Newcastle Herald—Oct. 
By PERRY DUFFIN  

            

 

“Alf Carpenter” cont’d 

THE walls of Alf Carpenter's Georgetown home are

beneath his many commendations, medals and certificates. T

of gratitude not just from the Australian Government but also

Greece and Crete which underscore a lifetime of active m

There is honour on every centimetre of those walls, but th

says nothing will compare to the pride he will have next

returns to the EI Alamein War Cemetery in Egypt to ho

fought beside. 

Mr Carpenter will join a group of World War II 

Veterans' Affairs Minister Warren Snowden, revisiting the

the North Africa Campaign and the Battle of El Alamei

helped defeat Axis forces 70 years ago. 
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Mr Carpenter, who fought in Libya, Egypt, Greece, Crete and 

Syria, served in the Army as part of the 2/4
th

 Battalionand has returned to 

the Middle East several times since the end of the war. The veterans will 

participate in memorial services at the Commonwealth War Graves 

Commission, held at El Alamein War Cemetery Egypt. 

The cemetery holds more than 7000 fallen Commonwealth soldiers, 

including more than 1000 Australians. "I'm terribly excited about setting 

down in North Africa and honouring all those who served, especially those 

who made the ultimate sacrifice," Mr Carpenter said, adding the daunting 

trip was unlikely to slow him down.  

"I’ve  been the President of the local RSL and the 2/4
th

 Association. 

I’ve been around the world twice and I’m the over 90s Swimming Champ  

at the Diggers’ Swim Club. The key is to never stop,” he said. 

The veterans, aged 88 to 95, represent every branch of the armed 

services and include former prisoners of war, a nurse and Rats Of Tobruk. 

As well as the 1000 dead, 200 Australians were listed as missing 

and 3,600 wounded. 

Mr. Snowden will host a function for the veterans before they 

leave. When Alf returned to Australia to assist in the war against Japan, he 

joined Australian Water Transport. 
 

 

 
Note the Aust. Water Transport  Colour Patch on Alf’s beret. 
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PEARL HARBOUR—The Attack. 

Many accounts of the attack on Pearl Harbour have been published, but 

we had not seen anything from the Japanese side. The following is an 

account by Captain Mitsuo Fuchida, who was told to lead the attack. 

 It was in September 1941 that I was told I was to lead a possible 

attack on Pearl harbour so we trained hard for this. There were diplomatic 

talks going on with the USA and there was hope that these would lead to a 

softening of the sanctions being imposed on our nation. We were told these 

sanctions were making life impossible for us and that if they were not 

lifted, war was inevitable. But the stubborn Americans refused our requests 

and so we had to attack. This early attack was aimed at destroying the 

American Pacific fleet based at Honolulu. 

 If we could destroy their fleet, our armies would be free to liberate 

the countries of South East Asia. The plan was to have our fleet of carriers 

move independently and unseen to a point north of Hawaii. This was not 

easy and we had submarines ahead and planes up to scout for other ships 

etc. But by keeping to less used lanes, we arrived unseen. 

Our attack was planned for a Sunday because on that day, most of 

the American ships would be in harbour and many crews on leave. 

Our attack  group  was  made up of 180 planes, a big force and they  

were in the air around 6.00am on Sunday, 7
th

 December.  We had a good 

mix of Dive Bombers, Fighters and Torpedo carrying planes. We had 

cloud cover on the way in. 

 My view of the target area turned very good and I was able to 

locate the best targets and confirm the information given by spy planes that 

had gone ahead and relay this data to my attack planes.  As planned, our 

bombers took first blood and the enemy heavy planes on the strip were 

destroyed. Then our torpedo bombers began attacks on heavy ships and did 

much damage. At a later time, we were shaken by a huge explosion from a 

big ship on the harbour where the battleships were moored. This came 

from the Arizona. The explosions were so heavy that we felt our planes 

shake from them.             
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 Some enemy fighters managed to take off but were taking on big 

numbers of our planes and they were soon destroyed.  We did lose nine 

planes of various types and then our second wave of attackers came in. 

But, the enemy was now more organized and this second wave lost about 

20 planes out of 170. But the damage this second wave did was great. 

 I returned to my ship and recommended to Admiral Nagumo that 

another wave be sent to do more damage and that there were still many 

good targets there, but he decided to break off the attack and return home 

right then.  I felt this was not a good decision. 

  

Comment---We now know that the damage done by the Japanese at that 

time was huge and the Americans lost so many ships, either sunk or 

damaged. They lost a lot of aircraft also and  the Americans were both 

fearful and angry. Japanese Admiral Yamamoto said at the time, “We may 

have awoken a sleeping giant”. And they had! The giant American 

economy was turned quickly into a war machine to turn out new ships, 

aircraft, services and armed forces. What was a country of people filled 

with revulsion at the thought of getting involved in another European war, 

became a nation intent on stopping both Hitler and Tojo. 

 Pearl Harbour had indeed “awoken a sleeping giant” 
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--LEST WE FORGET. 

It is with deepest regret that we record the passing of the following  

Ex-Australian Water Transport personnel. We extend the 

Association’s heartfelt sympathy to their families and friends. 

THEIR NAMES ARE RECORDED FOREVER IN OUR  

“IN MEMORIAM” REGISTER. 

 

 

NX164288 Berthold RA WO 16 Aust Small Ships 

NX97518 Blunden L J Spr 1 AWT Group 

NX111607 Brown V G Sgt 7 Aust Watercft W/shops 

NX241171 Brown KE Spr 41 Landing Craft Co 

NX133651 Canellis AV Spr 2 Aust Water Tpt Grp 

NX59331 Davies D L Pte 13 Aust Small Ships 

NX151271 Davison KE Pte 12 Small Ships Co. 

NX114233 Dennis W Spr 1 Aust Water Tpt Grp 

NX145889 Downing WC Pte 3 LST Ships Landing Det. 

NX137426 Farmer R J Cpl 2 Aus Land Craft W'shop 

NX176826 Ferguson JR Pte 41 Aust Landing Craft Co 

37848 Foster AH Cpl 32 Small Ships Co 

NX151252 Hodge FH Pte 12 Aust Small Ships 

NX90202 Ikin RE Spr 54 Port Craft Co 

NX191509 Jenness E.E Pte 2 Aus Land Craft W'shop 

NX164941 Law C Cpl 42 Land. Craft 

NX161467 LeRougetel RW Pte 12 Aust Sm Ships 

NX49250 Miller EM S/Sgt 2/1st Docks Operating Co 

NX49039 Payne FM Sgt 13 Small Ships Co 

NX154615 Robinson C T Pte 4 Aust Watercft W/shops 

NX101502 Stone RW Spr 41 Landing Craft Co 
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QUEENSLAND NEWS.  Don Hacker continues to act as Secretary to the 

Queensland AWTA and sent the following report. 

  VALE---Raymond Cook joined the 2
nd

 AIF in 1942 as a Gunner 

with Artillery on Horn Island in Torres Strait. In 1943, he volunteered to 

join the 4
th

 Australian Marine Supply Platoon. This platoon was raised to 

catch fish and other seafoods to supplement the rations for the resident 

military forces, especially hospitals in Torres Strait area. The craft used 

were supplied from Australian Water Transport resources and were mainly 

40’ workboats, 25’ utility launch and dinghies. These craft were sent south 

to Colmslie for servicing along with the crews, most of whom went to 

Water Transport. Ray also served on AV2057, a 120’ steel cargo vessel 

operating in the New Britain area. Ray was discharged from the AIF in 

1946. In 1953, he joined the CMF, enlisting in 2 Transport Squadron, 

RAE. He was discharged from the unit in 1954. Ray never lost his love of 

artillery pieces, joining the Fort Lytton Historic Group where he was a 

very active member until recently. Ray crossed the bar in October, 2012. 

 During 2012, seven of our members crossed the bar. The 

Queensland Branch sends its deepest sympathies to all the Families. 

Memorial Service.  13 of our members and their wives travelled to 

sandstone Point on the 21
st
 October to participate in the Queensland 

Branch’s Annual Memorial Service to those members who crossed the bar. 

This year, we were able to have lunch at the Bribie Island Service Club. 

General Meeting  And Luncheon.  This was held at the Kedron-

Wavell Services Club on 11
th

 December in the Long Tam Room. The 

Vice-President welcomed 36 members and wives to the venue. The 

luncheon was up to standard thanks to the Club’s Catering Staff. 

 Our Patron, John Pearn, unveiled to the meeting a Medallion 

commemorating the 70
th

 Anniversary of the Birthday of Water Transport 

which he had commissioned. The initial issue was to Past Presidents, and 

current Committee Members. John explained the symbolism of the medal. 

On the obverse side is a depiction of AH169 and on the reverse side is 

AH2813. There are inscriptions also.  

 The Branch members thanked our Patron for this Memorial gift. 
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Western Australia/South Australia   These two Associations are no 

longer active but we want them to know we remember them and wish the 

remaining members all the best for this year. 

NSW NEWS   Our main news concerns our Museum items. Over the 

years, members had collected a respectable array of memorabilia and we 

had found what we thought was a safe home at the RAE Museum in Steele 

Barracks at Moorebank (near Liverpool). Much work had been done to 

arrange items and we had received many complimentary comments. 

 But, the NSW Government needed to implement a way to keep the 

huge flood of motor vehicles away from Port Botany, where the large 

containers were unloaded from ships. Their solution is to take over the land 

area where the Steele Barracks including Museum are now and build a rail 

spur into there, so that containers can be unloaded from ships to trains and 

taken by rail to Moorebank and where motor trucks can take delivery, 

without the chaos now caused by the armada of trucks that travel into the 

city and choke up the roads. 

 We have been told that a new, state of the art Museum will be built 

at nearby Holdsworthy camp and our material can go there. The Museum 

is presently closed and packing up will begin soon. We are disappointed 

that we will not have a special place for AWT items, but that these will all 

be a part of the whole Engineers’ Museum. 

Annual General Meeting  This was held  on 9
th

 October, 2012 at 

Combined Services Club, attended by wives.  The meeting reelected the 

same members to the Committee, with President Cec Weekes reelected. 

Church Parade.  This very popular event was held on 17
th

 February, 2013 

at the historic Garrison Church above the Rocks. Afterwards, lunch was at 

the equally historic “Hero Of Waterloo” Hotel nearby. This event attracts 

many members, wives and Associates, and we had some 38 attend. 

Our ailing members.   We have several members who have joined the list 

of Ailing Members and we wish them well and hope things improve in the 

coming weeks so that they can again give us their company. We miss you 

all at our meetings and functions. 
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VICTORIA.  Australian Water Transport Victoria continue to hold 

meetings and have about 10 or thereabouts attend. They have a 

determination to continue so it is hoped they can continue with their 

meetings and usual functions. Log Book spoke to long time Honorary 

Secretary of the AWT Association Victoria, the well known Aub Brown, 

on the phone about the photo on page 15 of Log Book and he is still active 

in trying to write some memories down. This is great news and it is hoped 

that all we old Army Mariners do the same before it is all lost as we pass 

on. Memories are eagerly sought not only by Log Book but by the 

Canberra War Memorial, the Military and many other bodies. And they 

require us to send copies of Log Book to them and contact us if one goes 

missing. Even though we may feel our memories are routine items of little 

interest, they will be treasures to not only the abovementioned groups but 

also for our families. The young members of family usually show little 

interest in this sort of stuff until they are more elderly and then they really 

regret that there is little for them to know about Grandfather/Grandmother 

and their time in the Army/Navy/Airforce, etc.  

 So, Aub, you are an inspiration to us all. 

 LOG BOOK ARTICLES. Log Book is always desperately 

looking for articles to print. They do not have to be typed. Just hand write 

them if a typewriter is not available. And, we don’t mind if things are 

scratched out or altered. They will be treated with the respect they deserve. 

Our time in Australian Water Transport was unique even if you think it 

was all routine. You owe it to your families to write things down for 

posterity, even if you don’t send them to us. And major libraries and 

Government departments and the Australian War Memorial always want 

copies of Log Book and other army publications.  
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ANZAC DAY.  SYDNEY     25
TH

 April, 2013 

*There will be a Dawn Service at George’s Heights at 5.30am. The 

address –Car Park, Suakin Dr. walk into Best Ave.  and follow the crowd.  

 *Wreath Laying Service at the Cenotaph, Martin Place at 0800. 

All welcome, including Associates, but this one goes on time. 

 *The March from the Cnr. Castlereagh St/Martin Place, north west 

side at 0915. Marchers are restricted to Members, Associates and to one 

family member who is accompanying a veteran as support. We also need 

Associates or relatives to assist with Flag/Banner carrying. Others wearing 

a former serviceman’s medals on the right hand side of their chest and not 

assisting a Member must march with a group right at the end of the total 

march. The restriction is regretted but is necessary because organizer RSL 

find too many family members of those passed on have been swelling the 

March and so seriously delaying those further back in the March.    

 * WE NEED YOU THIS YEAR!!!! 
A Reunion at Barracks On Barrack (new name for Combined 

Services Club at Barrack St, Sydney) at around 12.30pm. Note this 

change from the  Masonic Centre which is not available to us this year. 

 We are requesting all Members and Associates to make a big 

effort to attend this year, because we need to establish ourselves at 

Combined Services Club with a desirable 40 attendees. This is really a 

time when your Association is at a crossroads. If the number is less 

than 40, we may find that the price for food and drinks will become 

expensive per head. So, please do your best!!!! The price is $45.- which 

includes all drinks, -if we have about 40. 

 The March ends at Hyde Park and there is the option of walking to 

Barracks On Barrack Club (Combined Services Club) or catching a train at 

Museum Station and travelling to Wynyard Station. Wearing medals 

entitles you to free travel on public transport. When there, make sure you 

take the single escalator to York St. and walk the short distance south to 

Barrack St.. At the Club, take the lift to the 2
nd

 Floor. 
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